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All Verb 8s- D 

DABBLING ABBDGILN DABBLE, to involve oneself in superficial interest [v] 

DACKERED ACDDEEKR DACKER, to waver (to move back and forth) [v] 

DADDLING ADDDGILN DADDLE, to diddle (to swindle (to take money or property from by fraudulent means)) [v] 

DAGGERED ADDEEGGR DAGGER, to stab with small knife [v] 

DAGGLING ADGGGILN DAGGLE, to drag in mud [v] 

DAIKERED ADDEEIKR DAIKER, to dacker (to waver (to move back and forth)) [v] 

DALLYING ADGILLNY DALLY, to waste time [v] 

DAMAGING AADGGIMN DAMAGE, to injure (to do or cause injury to) [v] 

DAMASKED AADDEKMS DAMASK, to weave with elaborate design [v] 

DAMPENED ADDEEMNP DAMPEN, to moisten (to make or become moist) [v] 

DANDERED ADDDEENR DANDER, to stroll (to walk in leisurely manner) [v] 

DANDLING ADDGILNN DANDLE, to fondle (to caress (to touch lovingly)) [v] 

DANGERED ADDEEGNR DANGER, to endanger (to imperil (to place in jeopardy)) [v] 

DANGLING ADGGILNN DANGLE, to hang loosely [v] 

DAPPLING ADGILNPP DAPPLE, to mark with spots [v] 

DARKENED ADDEEKNR DARKEN, to make dark [v] 

DARKLING ADGIKLNR DARKLE, to become dark [v] 

DARTLING ADGILNRT DARTLE, to dart repeatedly [v] 

DATABASE AAABDEST to put data into database (collection of data in computer) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

DATELINE ADEEILNT to provide news story with its date and place of origin [v -D, -NING, -S] 

DAUNDERS ADDENRSU DAUNDER, to dander (to stroll (to walk in leisurely manner)) [v] 

DAUNTING ADGINNTU DAUNT, to intimidate [v] 

DAVENING ADEGINNV DAVEN, to utter Jewish prayers [v] 

DAWDLING ADDGILNW DAWDLE, to waste time [v] 

DAYDREAM AADDEMRY to fantasize [v -ED, -T, -ING, -S] 

DAYLIGHT ADGHILTY to illuminate with light of day [v DAYLIT, -ED, -ING, -S] 

DAYSAILS AADILSSY DAYSAIL, to sail yacht for day [v] 

DAZZLING ADGILNZZ DAZZLE, to blind by bright light [v] 

DEACONED ACDDEENO DEACON, to read hymn aloud [v] 

DEADENED ADDDEEEN DEADEN, to diminish sensitivity or vigor of [v] 

DEADHEAD AADDDEEH to travel without freight [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DEADLIFT ADDEFILT to execute type of lift in weight lifting [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DEADLINE ADDEEILN to set time limit on something [v -D, -NING, -S] 

DEADLOCK ACDDEKLO to come to standstill [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DEADPANS AADDENPS DEADPAN, to act without emotion [v] 

DEAERATE AADEEERT to remove air or gas from [v -D, -TING, -S] 

DEAFENED ADDEEEFN DEAFEN, to make deaf [v] 

DEAIRING ADEGIINR DEAIR, to remove air from [v] 

DEALIGNS ADEGILNS DEALIGN, to withdraw allegiance to political party [v] 

DEASHING ADEGHINS DEASH, to remove ash from [v] 

DEBAGGED ABDDEEGG DEBAG, to remove pants from someone [v] 

DEBARKED ABDDEEKR DEBARK, to unload from ship [v] 

DEBARRED ABDDEERR DEBAR, to exclude (to shut out) [v] 

DEBASING ABDEGINS DEBASE, to lower in character, quality, or value [v] 

DEBATING ABDEGINT DEBATE, to argue about [v] 
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DEBEAKED ABDDEEEK DEBEAK, to remove tip of upper beak of [v] 

DEBEARDS ABDDEERS DEBEARD, to remove filaments from mussel [v] 

DEBITING BDEGIINT DEBIT, to charge with debt [v] 

DEBONING BDEGINNO DEBONE, to remove bones from [v] 

DEBRIDED BDDDEEIR DEBRIDE, to remove dead tissue surgically [v] 

DEBRIDES BDDEEIRS DEBRIDE, to remove dead tissue surgically [v] 

DEBRIEFS BDEEFIRS DEBRIEF, to question after mission [v] 

DEBRUISE BDEEIRSU to cross coat of arms [v -D, -SING, -S] 

DEBUGGED BDDEEGGU DEBUG, to remove bugs from [v] 

DEBUNKED BDDEEKNU DEBUNK, to expose sham or falseness of [v] 

DEBURRED BDDEERRU DEBUR, deburr (to remove rough edges from) [v] / DEBURR [v] 

DEBUTING BDEGINTU DEBUT, to make one's first public appearance [v] 

DECAMPED ACDDEEMP DECAMP, to depart from camping ground [v] 

DECANTED ACDDEENT DECANT, to pour from one container into another [v] 

DECAYING ACDEGINY DECAY, to decompose [v] 

DECEASED ACDDEEES DECEASE, to die (to cease living) [v] 

DECEASES ACDEEESS DECEASE, to die (to cease living) [v] 

DECEIVED CDDEEEIV DECEIVE, to mislead by falsehood [v] 

DECEIVES CDEEEISV DECEIVE, to mislead by falsehood [v] 

DECENTER CDEEENRT to put out of center [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DECENTRE CDEEENRT to decenter (to put out of center) [v -D, -RING, -S] 

DECERNED CDDEEENR DECERN, to decree by judicial sentence [v] 

DECIDING CDDEGIIN DECIDE, to make choice or judgment [v] 

DECIMATE ACDEEIMT to destroy large part of [v -D, -TING, -S] 

DECIPHER CDEEHIPR to decode (to convert coded message into plain language) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DECISION CDEIINOS to win victory over boxing opponent on points [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DECLAIMS ACDEILMS DECLAIM, to speak formally [v] 

DECLARED ACDDEELR DECLARE, to make known clearly [v] 

DECLARES ACDEELRS DECLARE, to make known clearly [v] 

DECLAWED ACDDEELW DECLAW, to surgically remove claws of [v] 

DECLINED CDDEEILN DECLINE, to refuse (to express oneself as unwilling to accept, do, or comply with) [v] 

DECLINES CDEEILNS DECLINE, to refuse (to express oneself as unwilling to accept, do, or comply with) [v] 

DECLUTCH CCDEHLTU to disengage clutch (coupling mechanism) of motor vehicle [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

DECOCTED CCDDEEOT DECOCT, to extract flavor of by boiling [v] 

DECODING CDDEGINO DECODE, to convert coded message into plain language [v] 

DECOLORS CDELOORS DECOLOR, to deprive of color [v] 

DECOLOUR CDELOORU to decolor (to deprive of color) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DECORATE ACDEEORT to adorn (to add something to for purpose of making more attractive) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

DECOUPLE CDEELOPU to disconnect [v -D, -LING, -S] 

DECOYING CDEGINOY DECOY, to lure into trap [v] 

DECREASE ACDEEERS to diminish (to lessen (to make or become less)) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

DECROWNS CDENORSW DECROWN, to deprive of crown; depose [v] 

DECRYING CDEGINRY DECRY, to denounce (to condemn openly) [v] 

DECRYPTS CDEPRSTY DECRYPT, to decode (to convert coded message into plain language) [v] 

DECUPLED CDDEELPU DECUPLE, to increase tenfold [v] 

DECUPLES CDEELPSU DECUPLE, to increase tenfold [v] 
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DECURVED CDDEERUV DECURVE, to curve downward [v] 

DECURVES CDEERSUV DECURVE, to curve downward [v] 

DEDICATE ACDDEEIT to set apart for some special use [v -D, -TING, -S] 

DEDUCING CDDEGINU DEDUCE, to infer (to reach or derive by reasoning) [v] 

DEDUCTED CDDDEETU DEDUCT, to subtract (to take away) [v] 

DEEJAYED ADDEEEJY DEEJAY, to work as disc jockey [v] 

DEEPENED DDEEEENP DEEPEN, to make deep [v] 

DEFACING ACDEFGIN DEFACE, to mar appearance of [v] 

DEFAMING ADEFGIMN DEFAME, to attack good name of [v] 

DEFANGED ADDEEFGN DEFANG, to make harmless [v] 

DEFATTED ADDEEFTT DEFAT, to remove fat from [v] 

DEFAULTS ADEFLSTU DEFAULT, to fail to do something required [v] 

DEFEATED ADDEEEFT DEFEAT, to win victory over [v] 

DEFECATE ACDEEEFT to discharge feces [v -D, -TING, -S] 

DEFECTED CDDEEEFT DEFECT, to desert allegiance [v] 

DEFENCED CDDEEEFN DEFENCE, to defense (to guard against specific attack) [v] 

DEFENCES CDEEEFNS DEFENCE, to defense (to guard against specific attack) [v] 

DEFENDED DDDEEEFN DEFEND, to protect (to keep from harm, attack, or injury) [v] 

DEFENSED DDEEEFNS DEFENSE, to guard against specific attack [v] 

DEFENSES DEEEFNSS DEFENSE, to guard against specific attack [v] 

DEFERRED DDEEEFRR DEFER, to postpone (to put off to future time) [v] 

DEFILADE ADDEEFIL to shield from enemy fire [v -D, -DING, -S] 

DEFILING DEFGIILN DEFILE, to make dirty [v] 

DEFINING DEFGIINN DEFINE, to state meaning of [v] 

DEFLATED ADDEEFLT DEFLATE, to release air or gas from [v] 

DEFLATES ADEEFLST DEFLATE, to release air or gas from [v] 

DEFLEAED ADDEEEFL DEFLEA, to rid of fleas [v] 

DEFLECTS CDEEFLST DEFLECT, to turn aside [v] 

DEFLOWER DEEFLORW to deprive of flowers [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DEFOAMED ADDEEFMO DEFOAM, to remove foam from [v] 

DEFOGGED DDEEFGGO DEFOG, to remove fog from [v] 

DEFORCED CDDEEFOR DEFORCE, to withhold by force [v] 

DEFORCES CDEEFORS DEFORCE, to withhold by force [v] 

DEFOREST DEEFORST to clear of forests [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DEFORMED DDEEFMOR DEFORM, to spoil form of [v] 

DEFRAUDS ADDEFRSU DEFRAUD, to swindle (to take money or property from by fraudulent means) [v] 

DEFRAYED ADDEEFRY DEFRAY, to pay (to give money or something of value in exchange for goods or services) [v] 

DEFRIEND DDEEFINR to remove (person's name) from list of friends [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DEFROCKS CDEFKORS DEFROCK, to unfrock (to divest of ecclesiastical authority) [v] 

DEFROSTS DEFORSST DEFROST, to remove frost from [v] 

DEFUELED DDEEEFLU DEFUEL, to remove fuel from [v] 

DEFUNDED DDDEEFNU DEFUND, to withdraw funding from [v] 

DEFUSING DEFGINSU DEFUSE, to remove fuse from [v] 

DEFUZING DEFGINUZ DEFUZE, to defuse (to remove fuse from) [v] 

DEGASSED ADDEEGSS DEGAS, to remove gas from [v] 

DEGASSES ADEEGSSS DEGAS, to remove gas from [v] 
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DEGENDER DDEEEGNR to remove references to person's gender [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DEGERMED DDEEEGMR DEGERM, to remove germs from [v] 

DEGLAZED ADDEEGLZ DEGLAZE, to remove glaze from [v] 

DEGLAZES ADEEGLSZ DEGLAZE, to remove glaze from [v] 

DEGRADED ADDDEEGR DEGRADE, to debase (to lower in character, quality, or value) [v] 

DEGRADES ADDEEGRS DEGRADE, to debase (to lower in character, quality, or value) [v] 

DEGREASE ADEEEGRS to remove grease from [v -D, -SING, -S] 

DEGUMMED DDEEGMMU DEGUM, to free from gum [v] 

DEGUSTED DDEEGSTU DEGUST, to taste with pleasure [v] 

DEHAIRED ADDEEHIR DEHAIR, to remove hair from [v] 

DEHISCED CDDEEHIS DEHISCE, to split open [v] 

DEHISCES CDEEHISS DEHISCE, to split open [v] 

DEHORNED DDEEHNOR DEHORN, to deprive of horns [v] 

DEHORTED DDEEHORT DEHORT, to try to dissuade [v] 

DEIFYING DEFGIINY DEIFY, to make god of [v] 

DEIGNING DEGGIINN DEIGN, to lower oneself to do something [v] 

DEIONISE DEEIINOS to deionize (to remove ions from) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

DEIONIZE DEEIINOZ to remove ions from [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

DEJECTED CDDEEEJT DEJECT, to depress (to make sad) [v] 

DELATING ADEGILNT DELATE, to accuse (to make assertion against) [v] 

DELAYING ADEGILNY DELAY, to put off to later time [v] 

DELEADED ADDDEEEL DELEAD, to remove lead from [v] 

DELEAVED ADDEEELV DELEAVE, to separate copies of [v] 

DELEAVES ADEEELSV DELEAVE, to separate copies of [v] 

DELEGATE ADEEEGLT to appoint as one's representative [v -D, -TING, -S] 

DELETING DEEGILNT DELETE, to remove written or printed matter [v] 

DELIGHTS DEGHILST DELIGHT, to give great pleasure to [v] 

DELIMING DEGIILMN DELIME, to free from lime [v] 

DELIMITS DEIILMST DELIMIT, to mark boundaries of [v] 

DELINKED DDEEIKLN DELINK, to break connection between [v] 

DELISTED DDEEILST DELIST, to remove from list [v] 

DELIVERS DEEILRSV DELIVER, to take to intended recipient [v] 

DELOUSED DDEELOSU DELOUSE, to remove lice from [v] 

DELOUSES DEELOSSU DELOUSE, to remove lice from [v] 

DELUDING DDEGILNU DELUDE, to mislead mind or judgment of [v] 

DELUGING DEGGILNU DELUGE, to flood (to inundate (to overwhelm with water)) [v] 

DELUSTER DEELRSTU to lessen sheen of [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DEMAGOGS ADEGGMOS DEMAGOG, to behave like demagog (leader who appeals to emotions and prejudices) [v] 

DEMANDED ADDDEEMN DEMAND, to ask for with authority [v] 

DEMARKED ADDEEKMR DEMARK, to delimit (to mark boundaries of) [v] 

DEMASTED ADDEEMST DEMAST, to strip masts from [v] 

DEMEANED ADDEEEMN DEMEAN, to conduct oneself in particular manner [v] 

DEMENTED DDEEEMNT DEMENT, to make insane [v] 

DEMERGED DDEEEGMR DEMERGE, to remove division from corporation [v] 

DEMERGER DEEEGMRR to demerge (to remove division from corporation) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DEMERGES DEEEGMRS DEMERGE, to remove division from corporation [v] 
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DEMERITS DEEIMRST DEMERIT, to lower in rank or status [v] 

DEMISING DEGIIMNS DEMISE, to bequeath (to grant by testament) [v] 

DEMISTED DDEEIMST DEMIST, to defog (to remove fog from) [v] 

DEMITTED DDEEIMTT DEMIT, to resign (to give up one's office or position) [v] 

DEMOBBED BBDDEEMO DEMOB, to discharge from military service [v] 

DEMOLISH DEHILMOS to destroy (to damage beyond repair or renewal) [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

DEMONISE DEEIMNOS to demonize (to make demon of) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

DEMONIZE DEEIMNOZ to make demon of [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

DEMOTING DEGIMNOT DEMOTE, to lower in rank or grade [v] 

DEMOUNTS DEMNOSTU DEMOUNT, to remove from mounting [v] 

DEMURRED DDEEMRRU DEMUR, to object (to argue in opposition) [v] 

DENATURE ADEENRTU to deprive of natural qualities [v -D, -RING, -S] 

DENAZIFY ADEFINYZ to rid of Nazism [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

DENIZENS DEEINNSZ DENIZEN, to make citizen of [v] 

DENOTING DEGINNOT DENOTE, to indicate (to point out) [v] 

DENOUNCE CDEENNOU to condemn openly [v -D, -CING, -S] 

DENUDATE ADDEENTU to denude (to strip of all covering) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

DENUDING DDEGINNU DENUDE, to strip of all covering [v] 

DEORBITS BDEIORST DEORBIT, to come out of orbit [v] 

DEPAINTS ADEINPST DEPAINT, to depict (to portray (to represent pictorially)) [v] 

DEPARTED ADDEEPRT DEPART, to go away [v] 

DEPENDED DDDEEENP DEPEND, to rely (to place trust or confidence) [v] 

DEPEOPLE DEEELOPP to reduce population of [v -D, -LING, -S] 

DEPERMED DDEEEMPR DEPERM, to demagnetize [v] 

DEPICTED CDDEEIPT DEPICT, to portray (to represent pictorially) [v] 

DEPILATE ADEEILPT to remove hair from [v -D, -TING, -S] 

DEPLANED ADDEELNP DEPLANE, to get off airplane [v] 

DEPLANES ADEELNPS DEPLANE, to get off airplane [v] 

DEPLETED DDEEELPT DEPLETE, to lessen or exhaust supply of [v] 

DEPLETES DEEELPST DEPLETE, to lessen or exhaust supply of [v] 

DEPLORED DDEELOPR DEPLORE, to regret strongly [v] 

DEPLORES DEELOPRS DEPLORE, to regret strongly [v] 

DEPLOYED DDEELOPY DEPLOY, to position troops for battle [v] 

DEPLUMED DDEELMPU DEPLUME, to deprive of feathers [v] 

DEPLUMES DEELMPSU DEPLUME, to deprive of feathers [v] 

DEPOLISH DEHILOPS to remove gloss or polish of [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

DEPONING DEGINNOP DEPONE, to testify under oath [v] 

DEPORTED DDEEOPRT DEPORT, to expel from country [v] 

DEPOSING DEGINOPS DEPOSE, to remove from office [v] 

DEPOSITS DEIOPSST DEPOSIT, to place (to set in particular position) [v] 

DEPRAVED ADDEEPRV DEPRAVE, to corrupt in morals [v] 

DEPRAVES ADEEPRSV DEPRAVE, to corrupt in morals [v] 

DEPRIVED DDEEIPRV DEPRIVE, to take something away from [v] 

DEPRIVES DEEIPRSV DEPRIVE, to take something away from [v] 

DEPURATE ADEEPRTU to free from impurities [v -D, -TING, -S] 

DEPUTING DEGINPTU DEPUTE, to delegate (to appoint as one's representative) [v] 
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DEPUTISE DEEIPSTU to deputize (to appoint as deputy) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

DEPUTIZE DEEIPTUZ to appoint as deputy [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

DERAIGNS ADEGINRS DERAIGN, to dispute claim [v] 

DERAILED ADDEEILR DERAIL, to run off rails of track [v] 

DERANGED ADDEEGNR DERANGE, to disorder (to put out of order) [v] 

DERANGES ADEEGNRS DERANGE, to disorder (to put out of order) [v] 

DERATING ADEGINRT DERATE, to lower rated capability of [v] 

DERATION ADEINORT to free (as food) from rationing [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DERATTED ADDEERTT DERAT, to rid of rats [v] 

DERIDING DDEGIINR DERIDE, to ridicule (to make fun of) [v] 

DERIVING DEGIINRV DERIVE, to obtain or receive from source [v] 

DEROGATE ADEEGORT to detract (to take away) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

DESALTED ADDEELST DESALT, to remove salt from [v] 

DESANDED ADDDEENS DESAND, to remove sand from [v] 

DESCALED ACDDEELS DESCALE, to remove scales from [v] 

DESCALES ACDEELSS DESCALE, to remove scales from [v] 

DESCANTS ACDENSST DESCANT, to sing counterpoint to melody [v] 

DESCENDS CDDEENSS DESCEND, to come or go down [v] 

DESCRIBE BCDEEIRS to give verbal account of [v -D, -BING, -S] 

DESCRIED CDDEEIRS DESCRY, to discern (to perceive (to become aware of through senses)) [v] 

DESCRIES CDEEIRSS DESCRY, to discern (to perceive (to become aware of through senses)) [v] 

DESEEDED DDDEEEES DESEED, to remove seeds from [v] 

DESELECT CDEEELST to dismiss from training program [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DESERTED DDEEERST DESERT, to abandon (to leave or give up completely) [v] 

DESERVED DDEEERSV DESERVE, to be entitled to or worthy of [v] 

DESERVES DEEERSSV DESERVE, to be entitled to or worthy of [v] 

DESEXING DEEGINSX DESEX, to castrate or spay [v] 

DESIGNED DDEEGINS DESIGN, to conceive and plan out [v] 

DESILVER DEEILRSV to remove silver from [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DESIRING DEGIINRS DESIRE, to wish for [v] 

DESISTED DDEEISST DESIST, to cease doing something [v] 

DESKILLS DEIKLLSS DESKILL, to reduce level of skill required [v] 

DESOLATE ADEELOST to lay waste [v -D, -TING, -S] 

DESORBED BDDEEORS DESORB, to remove by reverse of absorption [v] 

DESPAIRS ADEIPRSS DESPAIR, to lose all hope [v] 

DESPATCH ACDEHPST to dispatch (to send off with speed) [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

DESPISED DDEEIPSS DESPISE, to loathe (to detest greatly) [v] 

DESPISES DEEIPSSS DESPISE, to loathe (to detest greatly) [v] 

DESPITED DDEEIPST DESPITE, to treat with contempt [v] 

DESPITES DEEIPSST DESPITE, to treat with contempt [v] 

DESPOILS DEILOPSS DESPOIL, to plunder (to rob of goods by force) [v] 

DESPONDS DDENOPSS DESPOND, to lose spirit or hope [v] 

DESTAINS ADEINSST DESTAIN, to remove stain from [v] 

DESTINED DDEEINST DESTINE, to determine beforehand [v] 

DESTINES DEEINSST DESTINE, to determine beforehand [v] 

DESTREAM ADEEMRST to reverse categorizing of students [v -ED, -ING, -S] 
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DESTRESS DEERSSST to remove stress from [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

DESTROYS DEORSSTY DESTROY, to damage beyond repair or renewal [v] 

DESTRUCT CDERSTTU to destroy (to damage beyond repair or renewal) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DESUGARS ADEGRSSU DESUGAR, to remove sugar from [v] 

DESULFUR DEFLRSUU to free from sulfur [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DETACHED ACDDEEHT DETACH, to unfasten and separate [v] 

DETACHES ACDEEHST DETACH, to unfasten and separate [v] 

DETAILED ADDEEILT DETAIL, to report with complete particulars [v] 

DETAINED ADDEEINT DETAIN, to hold in custody [v] 

DETANGLE ADEEGLNT to remove knots from [v -D, -LING, -S] 

DETASSEL ADEELSST to remove tassels from [v -ED, -LLED, -ING, -LLING, -S] 

DETECTED CDDEEETT DETECT, to discover or perceive [v] 

DETERGED DDEEEGRT DETERGE, to cleanse (to clean (to rid of dirt or stain)) [v] 

DETERGES DEEEGRST DETERGE, to cleanse (to clean (to rid of dirt or stain)) [v] 

DETERRED DDEEERRT DETER, to stop from proceeding [v] 

DETESTED DDEEESTT DETEST, to dislike intensely [v] 

DETHATCH ACDEHHTT to remove thatch from [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

DETHRONE DEEHNORT to remove from throne [v -D, -NING, -S] 

DETICKED CDDEEIKT DETICK, to remove ticks from [v] 

DETONATE ADEENOTT to cause to explode [v -D, -TING, -S] 

DETOURED DDEEORTU DETOUR, to take indirect route [v] 

DETOXIFY DEFIOTXY to remove toxin from [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

DETOXING DEGINOTX DETOX, to detoxify (to remove toxin from) [v] 

DETRACTS ACDERSTT DETRACT, to take away [v] 

DETRAINS ADEINRST DETRAIN, to get off railroad train [v] 

DETRUDED DDDEERTU DETRUDE, to thrust out [v] 

DETRUDES DDEERSTU DETRUDE, to thrust out [v] 

DETUNING DEGINNTU DETUNE, to adjust (instrument) so that it is no longer in tune [v] 

DEVALUED ADDEELUV DEVALUE, to lessen worth of [v] 

DEVALUES ADEELSUV DEVALUE, to lessen worth of [v] 

DEVEINED DDEEEINV DEVEIN, to remove dorsal vein from [v] 

DEVELING DEEGILNV DEVEL, to strike forcibly [v] 

DEVELOPE DEEELOPV to develop (to bring to more advanced or effective state) [v -D, -PING, -S] 

DEVELOPS DEELOPSV DEVELOP, to bring to more advanced or effective state [v] 

DEVESTED DDEEESTV DEVEST, to divest (to strip or deprive of anything) [v] 

DEVIATED ADDEEITV DEVIATE, to turn aside from course or norm [v] 

DEVIATES ADEEISTV DEVIATE, to turn aside from course or norm [v] 

DEVILING DEGIILNV DEVIL, to prepare food with pungent seasoning [v] 

DEVILLED DDEEILLV DEVIL, to prepare food with pungent seasoning [v] 

DEVISING DEGIINSV DEVISE, to form in mind [v] 

DEVOICED CDDEEIOV DEVOICE, to unvoice (to deprive of voice or vocal quality) [v] 

DEVOICES CDEEIOSV DEVOICE, to unvoice (to deprive of voice or vocal quality) [v] 

DEVOLVED DDEELOVV DEVOLVE, to transfer from one person to another [v] 

DEVOLVES DEELOSVV DEVOLVE, to transfer from one person to another [v] 

DEVOTING DEGINOTV DEVOTE, to give oneself wholly to [v] 

DEVOURED DDEEORUV DEVOUR, to eat up voraciously [v] 
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DEWATERS ADEERSTW DEWATER, to remove water from [v] 

DEWAXING ADEGINWX DEWAX, to remove wax from [v] 

DEWOOLED DDEELOOW DEWOOL, to remove wool from [v] 

DEWORMED DDEEMORW DEWORM, to rid of worms [v] 

DEZINCED CDDEEINZ DEZINC, to remove zinc from [v] 

DIADEMED ADDDEEIM DIADEM, to adorn with crown [v] 

DIAGNOSE ADEGINOS to recognize disease by its signs and symptoms [v -D, -SING, -S] 

DIAGRAMS AADGIMRS DIAGRAM, to illustrate by diagram (graphic design) [v] 

DIALLING ADGIILLN DIAL, to manipulate calibrated disk [v] 

DIALOGED ADDEGILO DIALOG, to dialogue (to carry on conversation) [v] 

DIALOGUE ADEGILOU to carry on conversation [v -D, -UING, -S] 

DIALYSED ADDEILSY DIALYSE, to dialyze (to subject to dialysis (separation of substances in solution by diffusion through membrane)) [v] 

DIALYSES ADEILSSY DIALYSE, to dialyze [v] 

DIALYZED ADDEILYZ DIALYZE, to subject to dialysis (separation of substances in solution by diffusion through membrane) [v] 

DIALYZES ADEILSYZ DIALYZE, to subject to dialysis (separation of substances in solution by diffusion through membrane) [v] 

DIAMONDS ADDIMNOS DIAMOND, to adorn with diamonds (precious gems) [v] 

DIAPAUSE AADEIPSU to undergo dormancy [v -D, -SING, -S] 

DIAPERED ADDEEIPR DIAPER, to put diaper (baby's breechcloth) on [v] 

DIBBLING BBDGIILN DIBBLE, to dib (to fish by letting bait bob lightly on water) [v] 

DICKERED CDDEEIKR DICKER, to bargain (to discuss terms for selling or buying) [v] 

DICTATED ACDDEITT DICTATE, to read aloud for recording [v] 

DICTATES ACDEISTT DICTATE, to read aloud for recording [v] 

DIDDLING DDDGIILN DIDDLE, to swindle (to take money or property from by fraudulent means) [v] 

DIESELED DDEEEILS DIESEL, to continue running after ignition is turned off [v] 

DIFFERED DDEEFFIR DIFFER, to be unlike [v] 

DIFFRACT ACDFFIRT to separate into parts [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DIFFUSED DDEFFISU DIFFUSE, to spread widely or thinly [v] 

DIFFUSES DEFFISSU DIFFUSE, to spread widely or thinly [v] 

DIGESTED DDEEGIST DIGEST, to render food usable for body [v] 

DIGHTING DGGHIINT DIGHT, to adorn (to add something to for purpose of making more attractive) [v] 

DIGITISE DEGIIIST to digitize (to put data into digital notation) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

DIGITIZE DEGIIITZ to put data into digital notation [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

DILATING ADGIILNT DILATE, to make wider or larger [v] 

DILUTING DGIILNTU DILUTE, to thin or reduce concentration of [v] 

DIMERIZE DEEIIMRZ to form dimer [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

DIMINISH DHIIIMNS to lessen (to make or become less) [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

DIMPLING DGIILMNP DIMPLE, to mark with indentations [v] 

DINDLING DDGIILNN DINDLE, to tingle (to cause prickly, stinging sensation) [v] 

DINGDONG DDGGINNO to make ringing sound [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DIPLOMAS ADILMOPS DIPLOMA, to furnish with diploma [v] 

DIRECTED CDDEEIRT DIRECT, to control or conduct affairs of [v] 

DIRTYING DGIINRTY DIRTY, to make dirty [v] 

DISABLED ABDDEILS DISABLE, to render incapable or unable [v] 

DISABLES ABDEILSS DISABLE, to render incapable or unable [v] 

DISABUSE ABDEISSU to free from false or mistaken ideas [v -D, -SING, -S] 

DISAGREE ADEEGIRS to differ in opinion [v -D, -ING, -S] 
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DISALLOW ADILLOSW to refuse to allow [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DISANNUL ADILNNSU to annul (to make or declare void or invalid) [v -LLED, -LLING, -S] 

DISARMED ADDEIMRS DISARM, to deprive of weapons [v] 

DISARRAY AADIRRSY to disorder (to put out of order) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DISAVOWS ADIOSSVW DISAVOW, to disclaim responsibility for [v] 

DISBANDS ABDDINSS DISBAND, to break up [v] 

DISBOSOM BDIMOOSS to confess (to acknowledge or disclose) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DISBOWEL BDEILOSW to remove intestines of [v -ED, -LLED, -ING, -LLING, -S] 

DISBURSE BDEIRSSU to pay out [v -D, -SING, -S] 

DISCANTS ACDINSST DISCANT, to descant (to sing counterpoint to melody) [v] 

DISCARDS ACDDIRSS DISCARD, to throw away [v] 

DISCASED ACDDEISS DISCASE, to remove case of [v] 

DISCASES ACDEISSS DISCASE, to remove case of [v] 

DISCEPTS CDEIPSST DISCEPT, to debate (to argue about) [v] 

DISCERNS CDEINRSS DISCERN, to perceive (to become aware of through senses) [v] 

DISCIPLE CDEIILPS to cause to become follower [v -D, -LING, -S] 

DISCLAIM ACDIILMS to renounce any claim to or connection with [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DISCLOSE CDEILOSS to reveal (to make known) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

DISCOING CDGIINOS DISCO, to dance at discotheque [v] 

DISCOLOR CDILOORS to alter color of [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DISCORDS CDDIORSS DISCORD, to disagree (to differ in opinion) [v] 

DISCOUNT CDINOSTU to reduce price of [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DISCOVER CDEIORSV to gain sight or knowledge of [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DISCROWN CDINORSW to deprive of crown [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DISDAINS ADDIINSS DISDAIN, to scorn (to treat or regard with contempt) [v] 

DISEASED ADDEEISS DISEASE, to make unhealthy [v] 

DISEASES ADEEISSS DISEASE, to make unhealthy [v] 

DISENDOW DDEINOSW to deprive of endowment [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DISFAVOR ADFIORSV to regard with disapproval [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DISFROCK CDFIKORS to unfrock (to divest of ecclesiastical authority) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DISGORGE DEGGIORS to vomit (to eject contents of stomach through mouth) [v -D, -GING, -S] 

DISGRACE ACDEGIRS to bring shame or discredit upon [v -D, -CING, -S] 

DISGUISE DEGIISSU to alter appearance of [v -D, -SING, -S] 

DISGUSTS DGISSSTU DISGUST, to cause nausea or loathing in [v] 

DISHELMS DEHILMSS DISHELM, to deprive of helmet [v] 

DISHERIT DEHIIRST to deprive of inheritance [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DISHEVEL DEEHILSV to make messy [v -ED, -LLED, -ING, -LLING, -S] 

DISHONOR DHINOORS to deprive of honor [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DISINTER DEIINRST to exhume (to dig out of earth) [v -RRED, -RRING, -S] 

DISJECTS CDEIJSST DISJECT, to disperse (to scatter (to go or send in various directions)) [v] 

DISJOINS DIIJNOSS DISJOIN, to separate (to set or keep apart) [v] 

DISJOINT DIIJNOST to put out of order [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DISLIKED DDEIIKLS DISLIKE, to regard with aversion [v] 

DISLIKES DEIIKLSS DISLIKE, to regard with aversion [v] 

DISLIMNS DIILMNSS DISLIMN, to make dim [v] 

DISLODGE DDEGILOS to remove from firm position [v -D, -GING, -S] 
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DISMASTS ADIMSSST DISMAST, to remove mast of [v] 

DISMAYED ADDEIMSY DISMAY, to deprive of courage or resolution [v] 

DISMOUNT DIMNOSTU to get down from elevated position [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DISOBEYS BDEIOSSY DISOBEY, to fail to obey [v] 

DISORDER DDEIORRS to put out of order [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DISOWNED DDEINOSW DISOWN, to deny ownership of [v] 

DISPARTS ADIPRSST DISPART, to separate (to set or keep apart) [v] 

DISPATCH ACDHIPST to send off with speed [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

DISPENDS DDEINPSS DISPEND, to squander (to spend wastefully) [v] 

DISPENSE DEEINPSS to distribute [v -D, -SING, -S] 

DISPERSE DEEIPRSS to scatter (to go or send in various directions) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

DISPIRIT DIIIPRST to lower in spirit [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DISPLACE ACDEILPS to remove from usual or proper place [v -D, -CING, -S] 

DISPLANT ADILNPST to dislodge (to remove from firm position) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DISPLAYS ADILPSSY DISPLAY, to make evident or obvious [v] 

DISPLODE DDEILOPS to explode (to blow up) [v -D, -DING, -S] 

DISPLUME DEILMPSU to deplume (to deprive of feathers) [v -D, -MING, -S] 

DISPORTS DIOPRSST DISPORT, to amuse oneself [v] 

DISPOSED DDEIOPSS DISPOSE, to put in place [v] 

DISPOSES DEIOPSSS DISPOSE, to put in place [v] 

DISPREAD ADDEIPRS to spread out [v DISPREAD, -ING, -S] 

DISPRIZE DEIIPRSZ to disdain (to scorn (to treat or regard with contempt)) [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

DISPROVE DEIOPRSV to refute (to prove to be false or erroneous) [v -ED, -N, -VING, -S] 

DISPUTED DDEIPSTU DISPUTE, to argue about [v] 

DISPUTES DEIPSSTU DISPUTE, to argue about [v] 

DISQUIET DEIIQSTU to deprive of quiet, rest, or peace [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DISRATED ADDEIRST DISRATE, to lower in rating or rank [v] 

DISRATES ADEIRSST DISRATE, to lower in rating or rank [v] 

DISROBED BDDEIORS DISROBE, to undress (to remove one's clothing) [v] 

DISROBES BDEIORSS DISROBE, to undress (to remove one's clothing) [v] 

DISROOTS DIOORSST DISROOT, to uproot (to pull up by roots) [v] 

DISRUPTS DIPRSSTU DISRUPT, to throw into confusion [v] 

DISSAVED ADDEISSV DISSAVE, to use savings for current expenses [v] 

DISSAVES ADEISSSV DISSAVE, to use savings for current expenses [v] 

DISSEATS ADEISSST DISSEAT, to unseat (to remove from seat) [v] 

DISSECTS CDEISSST DISSECT, to cut apart for scientific examination [v] 

DISSEISE DEEIISSS to deprive (to take something away from) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

DISSEIZE DEEIISSZ to disseise (to deprive (to take something away from)) [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

DISSENTS DEINSSST DISSENT, to disagree (to differ in opinion) [v] 

DISSERTS DEIRSSST DISSERT, to discuss in learned or formal manner [v] 

DISSERVE DEEIRSSV to treat badly [v -D, -VING, -S] 

DISSEVER DEEIRSSV to sever (to divide or cut into parts) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DISSOLVE DEILOSSV to make into solution [v -D, -VING, -S] 

DISSUADE ADDEISSU to persuade not to do something [v -D, -DING, -S] 

DISTAINS ADIINSST DISTAIN, to stain (to discolor or dirty) [v] 

DISTANCE ACDEINST to leave behind [v -D, -CING, -S] 
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DISTASTE ADEISSTT to dislike (to regard with aversion) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

DISTENDS DDEINSST DISTEND, to swell (to increase in size or volume) [v] 

DISTILLS DIILLSST DISTILL, to extract by vaporization and condensation [v] 

DISTORTS DIORSSTT DISTORT, to put out of shape [v] 

DISTRACT ACDIRSTT to divert attention of [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DISTRAIN ADIINRST to seize and hold property as security [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DISTRESS DEIRSSST to cause anxiety or suffering to [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

DISTRICT CDIIRSTT to divide into localities [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DISTRUST DIRSSTTU to have no trust in [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DISTURBS BDIRSSTU DISTURB, to interrupt quiet, rest, or peace of [v] 

DISUNITE DEIINSTU to separate (to set or keep apart) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

DISUSING DGIINSSU DISUSE, to stop using [v] 

DISVALUE ADEILSUV to treat as of little value [v -D, -LING, -S] 

DISYOKED DDEIKOSY DISYOKE, to free from yoke [v] 

DISYOKES DEIKOSSY DISYOKE, to free from yoke [v] 

DITCHING CDGHIINT DITCH, to dig long, narrow excavation in ground [v] 

DITHERED DDEEHIRT DITHER, to act nervously or indecisively [v] 

DITTOING DGIINOTT DITTO, to repeat (to say or do again) [v] 

DIVAGATE AADEGITV to wander (to move about with no destination or purpose) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

DIVEBOMB BBDEIMOV to drop bombs on target from diving airplane [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DIVERGED DDEEGIRV DIVERGE, to move in different directions from common point [v] 

DIVERGES DEEGIRSV DIVERGE, to move in different directions from common point [v] 

DIVERTED DDEEIRTV DIVERT, to turn aside [v] 

DIVESTED DDEEISTV DIVEST, to strip or deprive of anything [v] 

DIVIDING DDGIIINV DIVIDE, to separate into parts, areas, or groups [v] 

DIVINING DGIIINNV DIVINE, to foretell by occult means [v] 

DIVINISE DEIIINSV to divinize (to make divine) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

DIVINIZE DEIIINVZ to make divine [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

DIVORCED CDDEIORV DIVORCE, to terminate marriage contract between [v] 

DIVORCES CDEIORSV DIVORCE, to terminate marriage contract between [v] 

DIVULGED DDEGILUV DIVULGE, to reveal (to make known) [v] 

DIVULGES DEGILSUV DIVULGE, to reveal (to make known) [v] 

DIVULSED DDEILSUV DIVULSE, to tear away [v] 

DIVULSES DEILSSUV DIVULSE, to tear away [v] 

DIVVYING DGIINVVY DIVVY, to divide (to separate into parts, areas, or groups) [v] 

DIZENING DEGIINNZ DIZEN, to dress in fine clothes [v] 

DIZZYING DGIINYZZ DIZZY, to make dizzy [v] 

DOCKETED CDDEEKOT DOCKET, to supply with identifying statement [v] 

DOCTORED CDDEOORT DOCTOR, to treat medically [v] 

DOCUMENT CDEMNOTU to support by conclusive information or evidence [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DODDERED DDDDEEOR DODDER, to totter (to walk unsteadily) [v] 

DOGEARED ADDEEGOR DOGEAR, to turn down corner of page [v] 

DOGFIGHT DFGGHIOT to engage in aerial battle [v -FOUGHT, -ING, -S] 

DOGGONED DDEGGNOO DOGGONE, to damn (to curse (to wish evil upon)) [v] 

DOGGONES DEGGNOOS DOGGONE, to damn (to curse (to wish evil upon)) [v] 

DOGNAPED ADDEGNOP DOGNAP, to steal dog [v] 
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DOGSLEDS DDEGLOSS DOGSLED, to move on sled drawn by dogs [v] 

DOGTROTS DGOORSTT DOGTROT, to move at steady trot [v] 

DOLLOPED DDELLOOP DOLLOP, to dispense in small amounts [v] 

DOLLYING DGILLNOY DOLLY, to move on wheeled platform [v] 

DOMICILE CDEIILMO to establish in residence [v -D, -LING, -S] 

DOMICILS CDIILMOS DOMICIL, to domicile (to establish in residence) [v] 

DOMINATE ADEIMNOT to control (to exercise authority over) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

DOMINEER DEEIMNOR to tyrannize [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DONATING ADGINNOT DONATE, to contribute [v] 

DOODLING DDGILNOO DOODLE, to draw or scribble aimlessly [v] 

DOUBLING BDGILNOU DOUBLE, to make twice as great [v] 

DOUBTING BDGINOTU DOUBT, to be uncertain about [v] 

DOUCHING CDGHINOU DOUCHE, to cleanse with jet of water [v] 

DOVENING DEGINNOV DOVEN, to daven (to utter Jewish prayers) [v] 

DOVETAIL ADEILOTV to fit together closely [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DOWELING DEGILNOW DOWEL, to fasten with wooden pins [v] 

DOWELLED DDEELLOW DOWEL, to fasten with wooden pins [v] 

DOWERING DEGINORW DOWER, to provide with dowry [v] 

DOWNLINK DIKLNNOW to transmit data from satellite to earth [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DOWNLOAD ADDLNOOW to transfer data from large computer to smaller one [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DOWNPLAY ADLNOPWY to de-emphasize [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DOWNRATE ADENORTW to make lower in value [v -D, -TING, -S] 

DOWNSIZE DEINOSWZ to produce in smaller size [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

DOWNZONE DENNOOWZ to reduce or limit number of buildings permitted [v -D, -NING, -S] 

DOZENING DEGINNOZ DOZEN, to stun (to render senseless or incapable of action) [v] 

DRABBING ABBDGINR DRAB, to consort with prostitutes [v] 

DRABBLED ABBDDELR DRABBLE, to draggle (to make wet and dirty) [v] 

DRABBLES ABBDELRS DRABBLE, to draggle (to make wet and dirty) [v] 

DRAFTING ADFGINRT DRAFT, to conscript for military service [v] 

DRAGGING ADGGGINR DRAG, to pull along ground [v] 

DRAGGLED ADDEGGLR DRAGGLE, to make wet and dirty [v] 

DRAGGLES ADEGGLRS DRAGGLE, to make wet and dirty [v] 

DRAGOONS ADGNOORS DRAGOON, to harass by use of troops [v] 

DRAINING ADGIINNR DRAIN, to draw off liquid [v] 

DRAMMING ADGIMMNR DRAM, to tipple (to drink alcoholic beverages) [v] 

DRATTING ADGINRTT DRAT, to damn (to curse (to wish evil upon)) [v] 

DRAUGHTS ADGHRSTU DRAUGHT, to draft (to conscript for military service) [v] 

DRAWLING ADGILNRW DRAWL, to speak slowly with vowels greatly prolonged [v] 

DREADING ADDEGINR DREAD, to fear greatly [v] 

DREAMING ADEGIMNR DREAM, to have dream (series of images occurring during sleep) [v] 

DREDGING DDEGGINR DREDGE, to clear with dredge (machine for scooping mud) [v] 

DRENCHED CDDEEHNR DRENCH, to wet thoroughly [v] 

DRENCHES CDEEHNRS DRENCH, to wet thoroughly [v] 

DRESSING DEGINRSS DRESS, to put clothes on [v] 

DRIBBING BBDGIINR DRIB, to drip (to fall in drops) [v] 

DRIBBLED BBDDEILR DRIBBLE, to drivel (to let saliva flow from mouth) [v] 
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DRIBBLES BBDEILRS DRIBBLE, to drivel (to let saliva flow from mouth) [v] 

DRIFTING DFGIINRT DRIFT, to move along in current [v] 

DRILLING DGIILLNR DRILL, to bore hole in [v] 

DRINKING DGIIKNNR DRINK, to swallow liquid [v] 

DRIPPING DGIINPPR DRIP, to fall in drops [v] 

DRIVELED DDEEILRV DRIVEL, to let saliva flow from mouth [v] 

DRIZZLED DDEILRZZ DRIZZLE, to rain lightly [v] 

DRIZZLES DEILRSZZ DRIZZLE, to rain lightly [v] 

DROLLING DGILLNOR DROLL, to jest (to joke (to say something amusing)) [v] 

DROOLING DGILNOOR DROOL, to drivel (to let saliva flow from mouth) [v] 

DROOPING DGINOOPR DROOP, to hang downward [v] 

DROPPING DGINOPPR DROP, to fall in drops (globules) [v] 

DROUKING DGIKNORU DROUK, to drench (to wet thoroughly) [v] 

DROWNDED DDDENORW DROWND, to drown (to suffocate in water) [v] 

DROWNING DGINNORW DROWN, to suffocate in water [v] 

DROWSING DGINORSW DROWSE, to doze (to sleep lightly) [v] 

DRUBBING BBDGINRU DRUB, to beat severely [v] 

DRUDGING DDGGINRU DRUDGE, to do hard, menial, or tedious work [v] 

DRUGGING DGGGINRU DRUG, to affect with drug (medicinal substance) [v] 

DRUMBLED BDDELMRU DRUMBLE, to move slowly [v] 

DRUMBLES BDELMRSU DRUMBLE, to move slowly [v] 

DRUMMING DGIMMNRU DRUM, to beat drum (percussion instrument) [v] 

DRYWALLS ADLLRSWY DRYWALL, to cover wall with plasterboard [v] 

DUALISED ADDEILSU DUALISE, to dualize (to make twofold) [v] 

DUALISES ADEILSSU DUALISE, to dualize (to make twofold) [v] 

DUALIZED ADDEILUZ DUALIZE, to make twofold [v] 

DUALIZES ADEILSUZ DUALIZE, to make twofold [v] 

DUBBINED BBDDEINU DUBBIN, to apply dubbing to leather [v] 

DUCKWALK ACDKKLUW to walk in squatting position [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DUELLING DEGILLNU DUEL, to fight formally [v] 

DUETTING DEGINTTU DUET, to perform duet (musical composition for two) [v] 

DUMBSIZE BDEIMSUZ to reduce workforce so low that work cannot be done effectively [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

DUMFOUND DDFMNOUU to astonish (to fill with sudden wonder or surprise) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DUMMYING DGIMMNUY DUMMY, to make representation of [v] 

DUNGEONS DEGNNOSU DUNGEON, to confine in dungeon (underground prison) [v] 

DUPLEXED DDEELPUX DUPLEX, to make duple [v] 

DUPLEXES DEELPSUX DUPLEX, to make duple [v] 

DWARFING ADFGINRW DWARF, to cause to appear small [v] 

DWELLING DEGILLNW DWELL, to reside (to dwell permanently or continuously) [v] 

DWINDLED DDDEILNW DWINDLE, to decrease steadily [v] 

DWINDLES DDEILNSW DWINDLE, to decrease steadily [v] 

DYNAMITE ADEIMNTY to blow up with powerful explosive [v -D, -TING, -S] 

 


